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The opening statement in Dickens’ Twin City, may probably fit in any field or 
situation of fierce competition. For China’s paper-based media, the current era is 
mixed with challenges and opportunities, impatience and enjoyment as well. China’s 
incredibly huge economic increase has seen a huge demand for information and 
cultural output; but with the newspaper closure sweeping all over the world, the 
“dying-out paper media” opinion prevails across the medium industry, putting China's 
newspaper industry into a cold wave before it enters the “mature age”. New 
technologies have brought about the emergence of network and mobile-based media, 
and the media industry is undergoing a transformation of uncertainty; thus, where the 
paper-based media will head on? 
CPC (Chinese Communist Party) official newspapers at each level, as the main 
force in China’s paper media, were the first to experience the impact of new media. 
Where it would go for, to a great extent, will determine the future of paper media. 
This under-marketization force, however, gains unparalleled preferential treatments in 
policy, resource and distribution, obtaining a unique strength of public trust. Such 
public trust, coincides with the image publicity demands during the governmental 
transformation, and therefore stimulates the emergence of governmental image 
advertisement. 
The West-Straits Economic Area (WSEA) is situated at the frontline of China’s 
reform and opening-up effort, boosting its CPC official newspaper development to a 
comparatively higher level and accelerating the transformation of governmental 
functions. Recently, the State Council officially approved the “Development Planning 
of West-Strait Economic Area”, bringing WSEA to a new around of spanning 
development pathway. Where the opportunity of CPC newspaper lies? How to explore 
a new growth pole for advertising business by taking advantage of such opportunity? 
This paper is the first to integrate the unique strengths of CPC newspaper and 
governmental image publicity, utilizing the qualitative and quantitative methods, 
analyzing the experience and shortage of four Fujian major CPC newspapers in 















newspapers should make the most of its resources and strengths, to proactively 
expanding the governmental image advertising business, and to ultimately explore the 
“blue sea” for there advertising business. Hope this paper would be of any reference 
as to how the CPC official newspapers should do to effectively participate in 
competition and build up its core competitive advantage. 
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第二节  文献综述 
笔者通过 CNKI 系列数据库（包括中国期刊全文数据库、中国优秀硕士学位
论文全文数据库、中国博士学位论文全文数据库、中国重要会议论文全文数据库、
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